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Abstract: The CSP semantics of inter-process communications suggest the simplest possible kind of channels –
unidirectional, point-to-point <1:1>, unbuffered, with direct naming. Such channels do not actually imply flow control
but require a special kind of bilateral synchronization known as “rendezvous”.
Whiles std::thread could be regarded near close to CSP::process semantics, in C++ standard library there is
not type even distant from CSP::channel. Hence the main goal set: proposal of suitable implementation of the CSP
semantics of inter-process communications with C++11 standard library means in seek of higher degree of
structuring of communications.
As result а compact C++ template library csp is developed which encapsulates the means of messaging and
synchronization between objects of type std::thread. The csp namespace defined includes csp::chan, csp::mux,
csp::sink and csp::forks classes. The csp::chan class is strong implementation of CSP channel semantics, with two
methods csp::chan::send() and csp::chan::recv() corresponding to CSP communications commands <!> and <?>.
The alternative command for non-deterministic selection is implemented by the method csp::mux::recv() using
multiple wait on std::condition_variable and randomized choice between true guards.
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INTRODUCTION
Leading methodological principle of science is to direct investigations to the essential
contradiction of the subject domain. At the area of computer systems development, this is the
contradiction between the explicit parallelism of current computer architectures and the sequential
thinking (Loukantchevsky, M., 2013).

Fig. 1. CSP machine
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The C.A.R. Hoare’s theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a strong basis
for analysis and synthesis of concurrent computer systems (Abdallah, A., 2005), (Hoare, C.A.R. ,
1978) , (Schneider, S., 2000). Its uniqueness lies in its simultaneous manifestation as an abstract
model, a parallel systems specification language and a parallel programming language. Therefore,
CSP is one of the potential means of overcoming above mentioned contradiction.
From engineering point of view CSP defines an abstract parallel machine - CSP machine
(Fig. 1). It consists of two subsystems: a set of computing nodes and a communication medium.
In each of the computing nodes are executed one or more concurrent asynchronous processes. The
communication medium in turn consists of set of channels. The processes grouped by pairs could
communicate only by message passing over a communication channel.
Over its long history, CSP has found numerous of successful implementations - from
transputers and its OCCAM language to modern Go and Python languages and chip multiprocessor
platform xCORE/XC (Donovan, A., 2016), (May, D. , 2009), (Loukantchevsky, M., 2013), (Watt,
D., 2009). The constructive potential of this parallel computational model despite of that is far
from being expended.
Whiles std::thread class could be regarded near close to CSP process semantics, in C++
standard library there is not type even distant from CSP channel (Josuttis, N. , 2012), (Williams,
A., 2012). Hence the main goal set: proposal of suitable implementation of the CSP semantics of
inter-process communications with C++11 standard library means in seek of higher degree of
structuring of communications1.
EXPOSITION
1. CSP Semantics of Inter-process Communications
Let us assume we have a parallel system S consisted of two processes – producer P and
consumer Q described by the next CSP equations
𝑆 = {𝑃||𝑄}, 𝑃 = {𝑄! 𝑚𝑠𝑔}, 𝑄 = {𝑃? 𝑚𝑠𝑔}
(1)
Both processes P and Q form a communication pair (Fig. 2). They interact over point-topoint (p2p, <1:1>) communication channel through pair of communication commands: <!> and
<?>, output (send) and input (receive), respectively.

Fig. 2. Pair of communicating processes
The CSP semantics of inter-process communications suggest the simplest possible kind of
channels: unidirectional, point-to-point <1:1>, unbuffered, with direct naming. Such channels do
not actually imply flow control but required a special kind of bilateral synchronization known as
“rendezvous”. We could have two scenarios with rendezvous (Fig. 3). In both cases, the first
process that came to the point of communication is blocked until another comes to that point.

Fig. 3. Rendezvous of communicating processes
1

For the author, this is in a sense an evolution of his previous works, such as fiberOS/CSP.
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In parallel systems, as well as in concurrent ones, non-determinism is an intrinsic feature
and is result of random choice of transitions. Dijkstra’s guarded command is a mean to control and
effectively use of the non-determinism in parallel systems (Dijkstra, E. , 1975). Guarded command
further evolved by C.A.R. Hoare into CSP alternative command
{G1 → P1 □G2 → P2 □ ⋯ □Gn → Pn },

(2)

where the ith alternative Gi → Pi consists of a guard G𝑖 and subordinate process Pi. The alternative
command is generalization of deterministic <if-else> operator. But only if all guards are mutually
exclusive, we will have <if-else> deterministic behavior, otherwise, the behavior observed will be
non-deterministic (Loukantchevsky, M., 2019). Special interest is the case when the guards are
input (receive) commands
{𝑃1 ? 𝑥 → 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑃□𝑃2 ? 𝑥 → 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑃□ ⋯ □𝑃n ? 𝑥 → 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑃}

(3)

For simplicity let us consider a command with two alternatives
𝑄 = {𝑃1 ? 𝑥 → 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑃□𝑃2 ? 𝑥 → 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑃}

(4)

Since both guards are input (receive) commands they are not mutually exclusive which leads to
non-deterministic behavior of Q (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Two channel non-deterministic selection
In summary semantics 𝜎 of CSP inter-process communications could be generalized as a
tuple
𝜎 =< 𝑝, 𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟 >,

(5)

where 𝑝 =< 𝑃, 𝑄 > is the pair of processes communicating over the channel 𝑐; 𝑜 =≪ ! >, <? >>
is the pair of commands over the channel 𝑐 and 𝑟 is the specific bilateral synchronization of type
“rendezvous” between processes included in the pair.
2. CSP Channel Class csp::chan Organization
The communication channel is basic building block of the CSP machine’s communication
medium, as seen in Fig. 1. Hence the need for separate class csp::chan in our case. This class
encapsulates channel descriptor (Fig. 5), channel constructor, member functions csp::chan::send()
and csp::chan::recv() and few auxiliary functions. They all cover the semantics 𝜎 of CSP interprocess communications according to Eq. 5.

Fig. 5. Channel class csp::chan descriptor
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The basis of realization is the C++11 class std::condition_variable. It is a synchronization
primitive that can be used to block a thread, or multiple threads at the same time, until another
thread modifies a shared variable and notifies (C++ Reference, 2020), (Gottschling, P., 2016),
(Gregoire, M., 2014), (Williams, A., 2012). The std::condition_variable class is a means for
unilateral synchronization. So, to construct bilateral synchronization needed we have to use two
consecutive pairs wait()/notify() at sender (producer) and receiver (consumer) part, respectively
ordered, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Specific operating sequence of csp::chan::send()
As in the sender, so in the receiver is used predicative form void
wait(std::unique_lock<std::mutex>& lock, Predicate pred) of std::condition_variable::wait(),
where the predicate is implemented as lambda function (Bartlomiej, F. , 2020), (Josuttis, N., 2012).
Between two stages in Fig. 6 is placed a notification to std::condition_variable of csp::mux, if the
channel is part of the multiplexed inputs (std::vector <std::shared_ptr<CHAN>> in at Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Specific operating sequence of csp::chan::recv()
The estimated effectiveness of message transfer with the pair <csp::chan::send(),
csp::chan::rec()> is O(std::mutex). In such a way we achieved a cumulative effect – maximum
proximity with the CSP semantics, encapsulation and hiding of low level mechanism of
std::condition_variable and effectiveness near to that of std::mutex.
3. Non-deterministic CSP Alternative Command Realization
Except communication scheme <1:1> provided with the csp::chan class it is necessary to
maintain <n:1> scheme, and that in more general non-deterministic form given by Eq. 3.
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Fig. 8. Multiplexor class csp::mux descriptor
In first versions of the csp library this was done by separate function csp::alt() later
transformed into the method csp::mux::recv() being part of the multiplexor class csp::mux. Its
descriptor includes conditional variable to synchronize on and privately owned mutex (Fig. 8).
The multiplexed input channels C1, C2, …, Cn are contained in the data member of type std::vector
<std::shared_ptr<CHAN>>.
When started csp::mux::recv() is blocked on std::mux conditional variable. It is marked at
Fig. 9 by 𝐺[𝑛] as association with array of n input guards. When at least one of these guards
signals, csp::mux::recv() unblocks and builds the list L with all guards evaluated to true. The index
k of the selected guard contained in L is determined by the uniform distributed random function ĝ.
Actually, we have a form of Data Level Parallelism (DLP) sequencer which select one of the input
streams and output it to the exit of the circuit.

Fig. 9. Generalized operating structure of csp::mux::recv()
As in the <1:1> communication scheme, so here is used predicative form of
std::condition_variable::wait() implemented as lambda (Bartlomiej, F. , 2020), (Josuttis, N.,
2012). Actually here we have multiple wait over std::condition_variable which is resolved
according to CSP alternative command non-deterministic semantics. Moreover, in addition to the
default non-deterministic dispatching of input messages is provided “by place” dispatching too.
Example close by functionality to csp::mux is CSP alternative command implementation in
the exokernel fiberOS/CSP (Loukantchevsky, M., 2019). There are provided separate 2-channel
and n-channel ALT() primitives. But these primitives are tightly bounded to exokernel
fiberOS/CSP and cannot be used separately.
Another example of CSP alternative command implementation is the operator <select>
within the platform xCORE/XC (May, D. , 2009), (Watt, D., 2009). Moreover, this is done at
microarchitectural level. Unfortunately, such support is not common in general purpose computer
architectures yet. The author’s studies revealed furthermore that xCORE/XC implementation is not
true non-deterministic.
The communication schemes <1:1> and <n:1> are in principle sufficient to perform any
possible type of inter-process communications. But from practical reasons, the additional classes
csp::sink and csp::fork are included in the csp namespace as well. The csp::sink class supports a
communication scheme <n:1/n>. This is a kind of input fork, in which multiple waits are
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performed at the input and messages from n sources are received at the same time. Conversely, the
csp::fork class performs multiple waits by output thus supporting the communication scheme
<1:n> with multicast send. They both are subject of another discussion.
CONCLUSION
Following the practice of standard C++ template libraries is developed а compact csp library
which encapsulates the means of messaging and synchronization between objects of type
std::thread. The csp library evolution begins from a point-to-point <1:1> communication over
CSP proto channel and goes through several versions: 0.1, 0.2, …, 0.7RC and 0.8RC till now. The
last one supports not only the basic communications schemes <1:1> and <n:1> through std::chan
and std::mux classes considered here, but also the communications schemes <n:1/n> and <1:n>
through additional classes csp::sink and csp::fork.
Numerous of testbed applications were developed, covering different types of interactions
separately and their combinations (p2p-mux, sink-mux, fork-mux, etc.). Support of co-procedures
with decentralized and centralized management as well as active shared objects is explored too.
The overall development was performed through the Embarcadero C++ Builder®
development environment and its Clang-enhanced C++ compiler (C++ Support in Clang. , 2020),
(Embarcadero RAD Studio Docwiki, 2020). However, both the library itself and the testbeds
include only standard constructions and hence are portable at source level for use with other
C++11 compatible environments. Finally, the code of the developed library and examples of its
use is going to be posted on GitHub.
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